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Presentation and Discussion Notes
Presenters:

Becky Joffrey, Technology and Innovation Officer at Cornell University
Carrie Shumaker, CIO at University of Michigan-Dearborn.

Carry and Becky will be talking about the   challenges at universities.  This space has been pretty much a wild-west of everybody buy Marketing Technology
one of everything for most of our institutions.  

You are invited to participate in the  that the two of them lead.Enterprise CRM EDUCAUSE Community Group

The "Martech" Mashup: A lot more tools have become available at institutions. The landscape is often fragmented, poorly governed, and poorly managed.

Friction point: Why can't IT run these new tools for us?

Jim: Is it being driven to central IT due to risk concerns?

Tools being used internally to central IT and externally.

Henry: Have you decomposed the current state by audience or channel?

Carrie: yes, that is part of the work for every implementation. It definitely varies!

https://members.educause.edu/rebecca-joffrey
https://members.educause.edu/carrie-shumaker
https://www.gartner.com/en/marketing/glossary/marketing-technology
http://connect.educause.edu/community-home?CommunityKey=459d272b-10c5-4bd2-8915-a500363d50b9


Marketing often has a negative connotation in the Higher Ed space.



One of the challenges is the lack of coordination across offices and departments.

This is compounded by fiefdoms and protection of jobs.

At NYU, units go out to fragmented tools with credit cards. Salesforce has contracted with departments individually. Attempts at a SF community have 
moved with fits and starts.

At Cornell, trying to push the effort back on units, rather than IT. Need others to create a strategic plan for the University.



Louis: similar to collaboration tools. Consistent set of capabilities that can be applied quite differently depending up on context. This makes it difficult for IT 
to apply solutions. And yet, there is a complex set of technologies to understand. Think of the problem as enterprise tools with domain-specific practices. If 
you start centralizing, it is no longer that specific department's problem.

Carrie: similar to content management system.

Louis: the initial driver for CMS was brand consistency.

Chuck Aikman: journey at Indiana University:

We created a central IT CRM team as we adopted SalesForce. Started a user experience office. CRM group merged with central Marcom group 
(when former CIO was also interim VP Marketing). But now back in central IT.
This all comes down to governing the risk.
Schools are still doing own thing, but are having some success.

Jim: What are the right business capabilities and how do you want them delivered? What's the user experience desired for students? Also, the risk and 
privacy hook is important.

Becky:  – struggle between Blockbuster and Netflix. Blockbuster had built two separate infrastructures (brick-and-mortar and online) and couldn't Netflixed
manage.

Louis: it helps to break drivers down into key domains/missions/pillars. People start relating to drivers more. Break drivers down between risk and 
opportunity. University is highly risk-averse. We have segmentation in data governance, but a similar thing could happen with marketing.

Henry: at NYU, analyzed messages sent out to see who should say what to whom. Established mechanism to coordinate and share across offices.

Chuck: recently worked on standardizing mailings that went out (e.g., admissions application) to make them more consistent.

Becky: used to send out one big email, but now it's more conversational with the right information and community at the right time. Monitor email opens, 
and call if necessary.

Itana Business Announcements
The EDUCAUSE Annual 2022 Itana event is shaping up.
October 25-28, 2022
Denver, CO and online.
Agenda still being developed, but ...

Itana pre-conference session proposal on Governing the Solution Space
Itana CG meet-up proposal
Itana CG meet-up Space (poster board and gathering space)

If you are interested in Itana book club, contact JJ DuChateau.

Participants

https://www.amazon.com/Netflixed-Epic-Battle-Americas-Eyeballs/dp/1591846595
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